
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of assistant,
content. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for assistant, content

Lead the Global Catalog team including work management, staff training,
performance management, and assist with recruiting
Work directly with member firms and other internal customers acting as a
liaison, collaborating on Catalog Administration process and enhancements
and act as a point of contact for issues and resolution
Develop catalog team capabilities through coaching and implementation of
Global Talent Shared Services employee engagement programs and policies
Support the Brand and Digital Manager with content creation for the new
website in line with project timeline, ensuring all copy is delivered on brand
and on time
Create content for and fact check any new accommodation and resorts,
working alongside suppliers to ensure accuracy
Validate and refine all existing accommodation and resort information,
acquiring new content such as features, photos and videos where available
Work in conjunction with the SEO team to ensure that all online content is
fully optimised, brainstorming and executing new search initiatives to drive
the flexiski customer acquisition plan
Continually monitor and analyse the flexiski website, suggesting new ways to
improve customer experience
Manage all digital assets, ensuring the image library is kept relevant and of
benefit to the business
Regularly contribute to the flexiski blog
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Flex and adapt to change in a fast-paced environment
Adopt a ‘problem solving’ and proactive approach
Be aware of current online /e-commerce industry trends and competition
Understand basic internet and e-commerce tools including HTML
Experience with Editing/Creative tools such as Photoshop, 3D Modelling,
video Editing and digital effects
Pursuing a degree in Computer Science, Information Management,
Mathematics or other quantitative areas in top university


